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Abstract. This paper introduces a motorized circular rail managing
the movement of two carts equipped with an RGB-D sensor each. The
proposal is aimed at continuously tracking a person who is undergoing a
series of physical rehabilitation exercises from two different viewpoints to
monitor if the exercises are being correctly conducted. More concretely,
this work offers all details of the trajectory calculation for safe movement
of both carts on the motorized circular rail. Then, two study cases are
presented to show the efficiency of the control algorithms implemented.

Keywords: Physical rehabilitation · Moving cart · Motorized circular
rail.

1 Introduction

Assistance and rehabilitation systems based on computers have now become
popular. These approaches typically use a depth camera that captures the figure
of a human and transmits it to a processing node [1], [2]. Precisely, our research
team has been working in providing RGB-D solutions for rehabilitation exercises
(e.g. [3], [4]) in the last years. This kind of vision-based systems are based on
human detection [5], [6] and tracking [7], [8], [9].

Nonetheless, it is mandatory to obtain good viewpoints from the tracked peo-
ple who are exercizing themselves during physical rehabilitation programs. The
RGB-D sensor has to be placed on the most convenient position in an intelligent
manner to capture the most relevant body parts of the patient depending on
the type of exercise. This is why, we are also developing mechanical solutions for
moving RGB-D sensors during human rehabilitation exercises [10], [11].

This article describes the operation of a motorized circular rail capable of
moving in an intelligent way a couple of carts equipped with an RGB-D camera
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Fig. 1. Vector schemes.

each for monitoring the patient’s body from two complementary views [12]. In
this design, the patient is always in the center of the circle and the carts are
arranged around him/her so as not to lose sight of the tracking vectors.

2 Trajectory Calculation

The control system of the motorized circular rail must calculate the trajectory of
the two carts to place them in the ideal position to track the patient. The patient
is introduced into the system as an input vector. It is assumed that both the
patient’s tracking vectors and the position vectors of the two carts are known in
each instant. Several parameters are considered so that the trajectory is carried
out correctly: the tilt and pan movements of the cameras (one per cart), the
final angular position of the carts with respect to the rail, the vector that each
cart must follow, and the possible collisions between both carts.

The formulas that govern the behavior of the carts are different depending on
their master or slave role assigned. Thus, it is necessary to establish these roles
according to the situation in which both carts are found. On the other hand, the
angular position has to vary when a collision with the master cart is foreseen
in the calculated trajectory of the slave. In this case, the slave must follow the
opposite path.

The movement of the two carts (Q and S) is defined in relation to the tilt and
the angular position. Since the patient is always in the center of the circular rail,
the pan movement is not necessary and it is enough for the camera to remain
straight. Therefore, in first place, the angular position that each cart must take
is calculated. Then, the tilt movement that the RGB-D camera must make to
focus on the desired patient’s body area. Fig. 1 shows the nomenclature of angles
and vectors that should be considered in the calculations.

In addition, a safety distance is added to ensure that a collision of the slave
with the master cart will not occur. The maximum distance at which the two
carts would collide in the most extreme case is calculated to obtain a safety
zone. This corresponds to bot carts moving at full speed and slowing down with
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Fig. 2. Security distance of the carts.

maximum acceleration to reach zero speed. The maximums of speed and angular
acceleration are αmax = π/4 rad/s2 and ωmax = π/2 rad/s, respectively. The
distance reached by a cart until it brakes is called θ.
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The width hc of the carts is subtracted from the safety distance. Then, it is
multiplied by a safety factor λs. Obviously, it would be interesting to estimate
the safety distance according to the actual speed of both carts. Fig. 2 shows the
scheme representing the safety distance considering the carts’ angular velocities
ωi, where
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The angle that covers the width of a cart, ωc, is defined by the following
formula:

ωc =
hc
2R

(3)

being 2ωc the total safety angle for both carts. Subtracting this distance and
multiplying by a safety factor λs, the final value of safety distance zs is gotten
as

zs = (
ω2
q + ω2

s

2αmax
− hc
R

) · λs (4)

3 Study Cases

A couple of study cases are shown to validate the theoretical design of the track-
ing trajectories. Four different graphs are provided in both study cases. The first
graph consists of a two-dimensional aerial view of the initial instant (starting po-
sitions of the carts). The second graph also uses an aerial view, but now showing
the final positions of the carts after moving to track the patient. The other two
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graphs are used to check the tilt of the RGB-D camera. Two-dimensional views
offer an initial and final graph of the cameras’ vectors. A simplified tilt system is
considered where a cart does not affect the position of its camera. Moreover, it
is considered that the cameras are observing each other when their vectors have
the same direction but alternate sense.

Master vs. slave cart role assignment is an important issue. This is why
a complete analysis is carried out in both proposed study cases. Study case
A shows a normal tracking situation whilst study case B bases on a possible
collision situation. The numerical positioning data in both situations are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. Study data.

Data (rad) Study case A Study case B

βPM 3π/4 3π/4
βPE 0 π
βCQ π/2 π/2
βCS π/4 π/4
αPM π/4 π/4
αPE π/7 π/7
αCQ π/3 π/3
αCS -π/5 -π/5

3.1 Study Case A

A tracking system has been tested with an immobile person in the centre of
the rail. Thus, it is always possible to follow the patient’s vectors (main and
secondary) by keeping the camera pointing to the center. The values shown in
Table 1 have been inserted as input values, generating the graphs illustrated
in Fig. 3. The first graph shows the start moment, with cart Q depicted as a
yellow vector and cart S in blue. The red vector symbolizes the main vector of
the patient, while the green one is the secondary. The priority for the system is
to choose the most efficient path to cover both vectors.

First of all, the roles that shortens the path taken by both carts as much as
possible are defined for Q and S. In case this distance is the same and there is
no possibility of collision, cart Q takes the master role. In this particular study
case A, the system is in a normal situation, the shortest path calculation gives
the role of master to cart Q and cart S is the slave. As shown in Fig. 3, the roles
have been correctly assigned and the carts have moved to the expected final
positions. In order to check if the system has selected the shortest path, Table 2
shows a comparison between the values calculated by the system and the selected
final path. In both cases, the system selects the shortest path between the two
possible paths, depending on whether clockwise or counterclockwise direction is
chosen for carts Q and S.
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Fig. 3. Positioning graphs of study case A. Left: start positions. Right: final positions.

Table 2. Distance according to path.

Data (rad) Cart Q Cart S

Path clockwise -5.4978 -0.7854
Path counterclockwise 0.7854 5.4978
Path selected 0.7854 -0.7854

Secondly, it is interesting to check if the roles are correctly assigned so that
the total distance traveled by both carts is minimal (see Table 3). Since cart Q is
selected as master and S as slave, the system has correctly selected the shortest
distance traveled by both carts.

Table 3. Distance according to role.

Data (rad) Q master, S slave Q slave, S master

Distance Q 0.7854 1.5708
Distance S 0.7854 1.5708
Distance total 1.5708 3.1416

The next issue to check is the tilt of the camera. After entering the data
shown in Table 3, the graphs shown in Fig. 4 are obtained.

The camera has to tilt in order to point directly at the area that is to be
observed as smallest path. As can be seen in the graph, the vector of cart Q is
tilted until it is in the same direction as the patient’s main vector, but in the
opposite direction. In the same way, the vector of cart S is tilted to observe the
patient’s secondary vector. As with positioning, the system is able to select the
shortest path (see Table 4). In this case, it is counterclockwise and clockwise for
cart Q and cart S, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Tilt graphs of study case A. Left: start positions. Right: final positions.

Table 4. Tilt according to path.

Data (rad) Cart Q Cart S

Path clockwise -3.4034 -2.0645
Path counterclockwise 2.8798 4.2187
Path selected 2.8798 -2.0645

The final displacement functions of carts Q and S are called MCQ and MCS ,
respectively.

MCQ(β, α) = (0.7854, 2.8798) rad ; MCS(β, α) = (−0.7854,−2.0654) rad (5)

3.2 Study Case B

In this new study case, the position of βPE is modified to cause a collision
possibility and thus to observe the system’s reaction. It is checked how the change
of roles affects the positioning. The graphs shown in Fig. 5 allow observing the
evolution of the system with the new position of the patient’s secondary vector.

Here, the roles are changed as consequence of the anticipation of a collision
based on the calculation of the shortest distance. Collision means that one of the
carts will interfere in the trajectory of the other. In this case, cart Q is placed as
slave and S as master. This arrangement is initiated by introducing the camera
data as input vectors. However, these data have been considered as the position
of the carts to simplify the selection of roles. Next, the tilt of the cameras are
evaluated as shown in Fig. 6.

As explained above, the choice of the tracking vectors is defined by the an-
gular positions of the carts. In this case, the tilt has a different path than in
study case A, even as they have to go to the same place as before. Here, it is
cart Q that follows the patient’s secondary vector, while the S cart tracks the
patient’s main vector. It can be seen in the graphs that the tracking task is done
correctly. In this case, the movement functions of the carts are as follows:

MCQ(β, α) = (1.5708, 2.5432) rad ; MCS(β, α) = (1.5708,−1.7279) rad (6)
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Fig. 5. Positioning graphs of study case B. Left: start positions. Right: final positions.

Fig. 6. Tilt graphs of study case B. Left: start positions. Right: final positions.

4 Conclusions

This paper has introduced a trajectory calculation algorithm for the movement
of two carts (equipped with an RGB-D sensor) on a motorized circular rail. The
final application of such couple of carts is continuous monitoring of a person who
is fulfilling a series of physical rehabilitation exercises.

The paper has also described two study cases that show that the proposed
algorithm possesses enough security to ensure that both carts will never collide
during their tracking of the rehabilitation program of the human.

As future work, we propose: (a) to extend the trajectory planner to consider
the free movement of the person within the working area of the proposed rail
system; (b) to study different sensory strategies for conducting experimental
trials that allow patients to test the system; (c) to conduct studies on users’
perception for this kind of monitoring systems in order to draw conclusions
about possible design improvements.
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